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Abstract
In the “modified quasi-steady” approach, two-dimensional (2D) aerodynamic models of flapping wing motions are analyzed with focus on different types of wing rotation and different positions of rotation axis to explain the force peak at the end of
each half stroke. In this model, an additional velocity of the mid chord position due to rotation is superimposed on the translational relative velocity of air with respect to the wing. This modification produces augmented forces around the end of each
stroke. For each case of the flapping wing motions with various combination of controlled translational and rotational velocities
of the wing along inclined stroke planes with thin figure-of-eight trajectory, discussions focus on lift-drag evolution during one
stroke cycle and efficiency of types of wing rotation. This “modified quasi-steady” approach provides a systematic analysis of
various parameters and their effects on efficiency of flapping wing mechanism. Flapping mechanism with delayed rotation
around quarter-chord axis is an efficient one and can be made simple by a passive rotation mechanism so that it can be useful for
robotic application.
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1 Introduction
Recent interest in the development of micro air
vehicles with high aerodynamic performance has led
aerodynamicists, biologists, robotic engineers to carry
out numerous experimental and numerical research to
explain the flapping mechanism of lift enhancement in
insect flights[1,2]. Owing to the failure of early
quasi-steady approaches in estimating sufficient forces
required for hovering, the importance of unsteady effects
that might explain the high forces produced by flapping
wings has been recognized[3,4].
The wing stroke kinematics of an insect typically
consists of four portions: two translational phases
(down-stroke and up-stroke) when the wing sweeps
through the air at high angle of attack, and two rotational
phases (pronation and supination) when the wings rapidly rotate and reverse direction. The experimental results of Dickinson et al.[3] reveal that the rotational
mechanisms are responsible for the high force peaks at
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the start and end of each half stroke.
In his review of the insect flight literature[5],
Ellington based on a wide survey of data available at the
time, convincingly argued that in most cases the existing
quasi-steady theory fell short of calculating even the
required average lift for hovering, and a substantial revision of the quasi-steady state theory is therefore necessary. Furthermore, Dickinson et al.[3,6,7] proposed that
the existing quasi-steady state approach must be revised
to include wing rotation in addition to flapping translation, as well as many unsteady mechanisms that might
operate.
In the “modified quasi-steady” approach of this
paper, 2D aerodynamic models of the flapping wing
motions are analyzed with focus on types of rotation
and the position of wing’s rotation axis to explain the
force peaks at the end of each half stroke. In this model,
an additional velocity of the air relative to the mid chord
position due to rotation is superimposed to the translational relative velocity of the air with respect to the wing.
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This modification produces augmented forces around
the end of each stroke. Instantaneous aerodynamic
forces and power are computed based on lift and drag
coefficients of thin airfoils at low Reynolds number[8,9].
Time-average values of non-dimensional forces and
power are calculated for efficiency analysis.
The mechanisms of lift enhancement in insect flight
have been investigated experimentally by visualization
of air flows around flying insects recorded by high speed
camera. Various kinds of insects such as beetles have
been investigated and video images of flapping wing
motion of these insects were analyzed to find their
various flapping mechanisms. The most common and
simple flapping wing motions are along inclined stroke
planes with thin figure-of-eight trajectory and can be
applied for robotic flapping wing mechanisms.
The wing kinematics for 2D model is described in
details in the following section.

Fig. 1 Flapping wing geometry.

2 Description of wing kinematics
The wing flapping motion of insects could be considered as that of a propeller of radius R0 rotating in the
stroke plane but by an angular reciprocating motion of
wing-beat amplitude ф. The mean radius Rm is about
70% of the wing length R0 and the corresponding reciprocating distance traveled by the leading edge of the
wing is the stroke amplitude As as shown in Fig. 1.
The 2D insect wing is modeled by a symmetric
airfoil of very small thickness. It follows a flapping
motion along a thin figure-of-eight trajectory in the
stroke plane of inclination β with respect to the horizontal plane as illustrated in oxy plane in Fig. 2. The
stroke amplitude As varies from 2.5 to 5 times of the
wing chord c. The wing section is represented by a
straight line with filled circle at the leading edge. Other
geometrical parameters include chord length c, stroke
amplitude of translational phase At, stroke amplitude for
rotational phase 0.5Ar at each end of the stroke, angle of
chord inclination αs with the stroke plane, angle of
translational path inclination θ to the stroke plane of the
figure-of-eight trajectory. The flapping kinematics considered in this paper are idealized. The translational
velocity is denoted by Ut, which takes a constant value
Umax along FA and CD except near the beginning and

Fig. 2 Flapping wing motion.

near the end of a stroke. During the rotational phases
along ABC and DEF the wing follows a semi-elliptic
path. The translational velocity component along the
stroke plane Ux decreases gradually to zero at the end of
the stroke and reverses its value for the next stroke. The
reference velocity is denoted by Umean, which is the average stroke velocity of the whole flapping wing cycle.
The wing starts the down-stroke translational phase
along FA with constant translational velocity Ut and
constant angle of inclination αs0 with the stroke plane.
During the supination rotational phase along ABC, the
translational velocity decreases along AB to zero at the
end of down-stroke, then it increases again at the start of
the up-stroke BC, while the angular velocity of the wing
starts augmenting from zero at the end of translational
phase A through B to C for adjusting the wing at the
appropriate setting angle for the upstroke. The upstroke
translational phase is followed along CD. Pronation
rotational phase is then performed along DEF and a final
translational down-stroke phase along FO to complete
one wing stroke cycle.
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From Fig. 2, different forms of wing trajectory can
be obtained by changing the geometry parameters. A
horizontal stroke plane is obtained when the stroke angle
β is equal to zero. The simplest trajectory along a straight
line is when θ is equal to zero. A main variable of interest
in this study is the time ratio between steady translational phase interval and total time of each stroke. The
time ratio could vary from 0 to 1. Stroke plane inclined
angle varies from 0˚ to 90˚ and wing inclination angle αs
varies from 0˚ to 90˚. Two different positions of rotation
axis are considered, one is at mid chord and another is at
0.25c from the leading edge of the wing. There are three
types of rotation to be investigated:
(1) Symmetrical rotation: when the angle of chord
inclination αs with the stroke plane increases from a
constant value αs1 of the translational phase to 90˚ at the
end of the stroke amplitude and the wing chord continues to rotate until the angle of inclination equals another
constant value αs2 at the start of the next translational
phase.
(2) Advanced rotation: when angle of chord inclination αs with the stroke plane makes the similar angle
change for half of that rotating time to have the angle of
inclination αs2 at the end of the stroke amplitude and the
wing chord stops rotating until the next rotational phase
near the other end of the stroke amplitude.
(3) Delayed rotation: when angle of chord inclination αs remains the same constant value αs1 until the end
of the stroke amplitude before making the similar angle
change for half of that rotating time to have the angle of
inclination αs2 at the start of the next translational phase.

tive velocity due to rotation of the wing is calculated
from the instantaneous angular velocity of the wing and
the distance from the axis of rotation to the wing chord
center. This velocity component due to wing rotation
Vrotation is normal to the wing chord, so that the instantaneous angular position of the wing chord must be
known. Diagrams for velocities and forces are shown for
various cases in Figs. 3–6. It is important to identify
critical positions that cause changes in the direction of
force components.

Fig. 3 Velocities and forces in hovering flight with
rotation axis at mid chord.

Fig. 4 Velocities and forces in forward flight with
rotation axis at mid chord.

3 Modified quasi-steady approach
For computation of quasi-steady lift and drag forces
on the flapping wing, it is critical to have the correct
velocity and angle of incidence of relative air with respect to the wing chord. In this “modified quasi-steady”
approach, an additional velocity of the air due to rotation
of the mid chord position is superimposed on the translational relative velocity of the air with respect to the
chord. Induced velocities are calculated according to the
theories of helicopter propeller and based on the wing’s
swept area, the insect’s weight and its body’s drag in
horizontal forward flight. The component of total rela-
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Fig. 5 Velocities and forces on wing in supination with
rotation axis near the leading edge.
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Fig. 6 Velocities and forces on wing in pronation with
rotation axis near the leading edge.

For a particular insect with known parameters such
as weight W, mean wing chord c, wing length R0, wing
area Sw, wing-beat amplitude ф, stroke amplitude As,
swept area Ss and wing beat frequency f, the vertical
force coefficient based on average stroke velocity and
wing area Sw can be calculated. For 2D model, the wing
flapping motion of insects could be considered as that at
the mean radius Rm of a propeller of radius R0 rotating in
the stroke plane. For a given time interval ratio between
steady and unsteady translational wing motions of each
stroke, the average stroke velocity Umean of the whole
flapping wing cycle can be found. The ratio of forward
velocity Vflight to the average stroke velocity Umean is
equivalent to the advance ratio J in propeller theory.
From existing data available[1,4,10] and current experimental data, the vertical lift coefficient Cv based on
reference velocity Umean and wing area Sw can be found
to be from 0.74 to 1.40. In this paper, Cv of 1.0 is chosen
throughout quasi-steady computations.
For each case of flapping wing motions with various combinations of controlled translational and rotational velocities of the wing along inclined stroke planes
with thin figure-of-eight trajectory, the vertical lift coefficient and horizontal force coefficient at numerous
instants during one stroke cycle are computed. At each
instant, the wing chord angular position and its angular
velocity are defined corresponding to the selected type
of rotation. For a chosen rotation axis of the wing, the
velocity component due to rotation Vrotation normal to the
wing chord is then defined. The magnitude and direction
of the resultant relative velocity of the air are computed
from the velocity due to wing stroke motion along the

inclined stroke planes with thin figure-of-eight trajectory,
the forward flight velocity and vertical and horizontal
induced velocities.
Instantaneous aerodynamic forces are calculated
based on the incidence found and lift and drag coefficients of thin airfoils at low Reynolds number[8,9]. The
best approximation of power of the wing can be found
from the aerodynamic force along the stroke plane and
the relative air velocity along this plane including a
velocity component due to wing chord rotation, but
assuming that frictional rotating power itself contributes
only a small fraction. Time-average values of non-dimensional forces and power are calculated for efficiency
analysis.
There are various lift and drag curves for thin airfoil
at Reynolds number in the range of 200 – 5000[8–10]. Lift
and drag coefficients for a wide range of angles of attack
from 0˚ to 90˚ obtained by current unsteady computations for Reynolds number of 4000 are very similar to
that of Dickinson and Gotz[9] for a Reynolds number of
2000. The results presented in Fig. 7 are used in this
quasi-steady computation to take into account the unsteady effect of early translational stages of the wing.

Fig. 7 Lift and drag coefficients of thin aerofoil at
Reynolds number of 4000.

4 Quasi-steady results for hovering flight
The computations of aerodynamic forces along a
horizontal stroke plane of a 2D wing in hovering flight
are carried out with stroke amplitude of 4c and the base
case of time ratio of 2/3 between steady translational
phase interval and total time of each stroke. In this case
the angle of inclination β of the stroke plane is zero and
advance ratio J is also zero.
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The average stroke velocity Umean is determined
from parameters of flapping frequency f and stroke
amplitude As at the mean radius Rm. The Reynolds
number depends on this velocity and the wing chord.
These parameters can be found from available data for
insects[1,4,10]. The case of average Reynolds number
about 4000 is chosen from the combination of these
parameters. The vertical lift coefficient Cv based on
reference velocity Umean and wing area Sw is chosen as
1.0 throughout quasi-steady computations. In hovering
the corresponding horizontal force produced by the
flapping wing cancels out in each complete stroke cycle.
The maximum translational velocity and the maximum angular velocity of the wing are then determined
by the type of rotation and the time interval ratio between steady and unsteady translational wing motions of
each stroke. An appropriate cosine function of translational velocity is assumed to give the required average
stroke velocity Umean of the whole flapping wing cycle
and the maximum value Umax at the end and the beginning of each translational phase (Points A, C, D, F in
Fig. 2) at the same time to give zero velocity at the end
and beginning of each stroke (points B and E in Fig. 2).
Velocity components of the wing along and normal to
the stroke plane are shown in Fig. 8.
The instantaneous rotational velocity is then determined by additional information of the setting angles of
chord inclination αs1 and αs2 with the stroke plane during
translational phases. These setting angles of chord inclination αs1 and αs2 are variables used to find appropriate vertical lift coefficient, horizontal thrust coefficient
and power coefficient produced by the flapping wing
under pre-determined parameters.
The symmetrical, advanced and delayed rotations
for two positions of the wing’s rotation axis are investigated for the effect of rotation on peak forces at the end
of each stroke. When the axis of wing rotation is at
mid-chord position, the velocity component due to rotation Vrotation normal to the wing chord is zero.
When the axis of wing rotation is at the quarter-chord position, the effect of rotation is indicated by
peak vertical and horizontal forces near the end of each
stroke, shown in Figs. 9 and 10. In the cases of advanced
and delayed rotation the peak forces are much larger.

5

Fig. 8 Velocity components of the wing along and normal
to the stroke plane.

Fig. 9 Vertical and horizontal force coefficients in hovering
flight with symmetrical rotation.

Fig. 10 Vertical and horizontal force coefficients in hovering
flight with advanced rotation.

While hovering with advanced rotation, at the end of
translational phase the wing chord rapidly rotates to
obtain the setting angle for the next stroke. Because of
rotational effect, the vertical forces will first result in a
positive force peak followed by a negative one due to an
effective angle of attack of over 90˚ as the trailing edge
faces the coming air. In the case of horizontal stroke
plane for hovering flight the negative and positive
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horizontal force coefficients for each half stroke cancel
the opposite ones on the other half stroke.
Force coefficients of a wing in hovering flight with
different types of rotation are plotted for comparison in
Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. Very large peak forces are encountered in advanced rotation and hence very large power is
required.
In Table 1, αs0 is the appropriate setting angle with
respect to stroke plane in order to obtain the vertical
force coefficient of 1.0. The results in Table 1 show that
to sustain the same weight in hovering flight and with
the axis of wing rotation at quarter-chord position, delayed rotation consumes about 86% of the power required by symmetrical rotation, while advanced rotation
consumes 3.86 times more power. So it can be concluded that delayed rotation is the most efficient flapping
mechanism in hovering flight with rotation axis at
quarter-chord position.
To sustain the same weight in hovering flight with
the axis of wing rotation at mid-chord position, the setting angles are slightly larger for all three types of wing

rotation. However the results in Table 2 show that
symmetrical rotation is the most efficient flapping
mechanism in hovering flight with the rotational axis at
the mid-chord position and it consumes only 80% of the
power required by delayed rotation with the rotational
axis at the quarter-chord position.
Table 1 Effect of types of rotation in hovering flight with
rotation axis at quarter-chord position
αs0

J=0

Cv

21˚28
21˚28

24˚30

1.22

−0.49

0.56

Supination

0.55

−1.44

1.06

Translation up

1.22

0.49

0.56

Pronation

0.55

1.44

1.06

Full-cycle average

1.00

0.00

0.72

β = 0˚

Translation down

1.50

−0.68

0.77

Supination

0.01

−3.81

6.80

Translation up

1.50

0.68

0.77

Pronation

0.01

3.81

6.80

Full-cycle average

1.00

0.00

2.78

β = 0˚

Delayed rotation
25˚78

Translation down
Supination

25˚78

Cp

Translation down

Advanced rotation
24˚30

Ch

β = 0˚

Symmetrical rotation

Translation up
Pronation
Full-cycle average

1.62

−0.78

0.88

−0.24

−0.35

0.08

1.62

0.78

0.88

−0.24

0.35

0.08

1.00

0.00

0.62

Table 2 Effect of types of rotation in hovering flight with
rotation axis at mid-chord position
αs0

J=0

Cv

22˚04

Fig. 11 Vertical force coefficients in hovering flight with
different types of rotation.

22˚04

1.30

−0.53

0.61

Supination

0.41

0.00

0.28

Translation up

1.30

0.53

0.61

Pronation

0.41

0.00

0.28

Full-cycle average

1.00

0.00

0.50

24˚55

Translation down

24˚55

Translation up

Supination
Pronation

β = 0˚

Full-cycle average

1.52

−0.69

0.79

−0.04

0.79

0.62

1.52

0.69

0.79

−0.04

−0.79

0.62

1.00

0.00

0.73

β = 0˚

Delayed rotation
Translation down
Supination
24˚55

Fig. 12 Horizontal force coefficients in hovering flight with
different types of rotation.

Cp

Translation down

Advanced rotation

24˚55

Ch

β = 0˚

Symmetrical rotation

Translation up
Pronation
Full-cycle average

1.52

−0.69

0.79

−0.04

0.79

0.62

1.52

0.69

0.79

−0.04

−0.79

0.62

1.00

0.00

0.73
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5 Quasi-steady results for forward flight
In forward flight, the horizontal force produced by
a flapping wing overcomes the body drag of the insect.
The body drag of a honey bee is around 10% of its
weight for flight velocity from 3 m·s−1 to 4 m·s−1 [11,12].
This forward velocity is about 50% of the average stroke
velocity Umean so that it is reasonable to assume that, in
general, the body drag of insect is about 10% of its
weight when the advance ratio J = 0.5. In the low Reynolds number region of insect flight, the body drag coefficient decreases slightly as flight velocity increases.
The ratio of body drag of insect to its weight is equal to
the ratio of the horizontal force coefficient to the vertical
force coefficient. This force ratio varies with the advance ratio J as shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13 Variation of horizontal force coefficient
with advance ratio J.

Quasi-steady computations for a two dimensional
flapping wing in forward flight along an inclined stroke
plane of various values of angle β from 0˚ to 90˚ for
symmetrical, advanced and delayed rotations around
quarter-chord axis and mid-chord axis, with various
values of advance ratio, are carried out with stroke amplitude of 4c and time ratio of 2/3.
To sustain the same weight in forward flight at a
given advance ratio J and to produce the same corresponding horizontal force, inclined angles β of stroke
plane, setting angles αs1 and αs2 for the downstroke and
upstroke of 2D flapping wing motion can be found for a
specific type of wing rotation around a defined axis.
Vertical and horizontal force coefficients of a wing
in forward flight with different types of rotation are
plotted for comparison in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. Advanced
rotation produces very high vertical forces but also
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negative thrust in the supination phase. It also produces
even larger negative vertical force and no thrust in the
pronation phase as shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 14 Vertical force coefficients on wing in forward
flight with different types of rotation.

Fig. 15 Horizontal force coefficients on wing in forward
flight with different types of rotation

For an advance ratio J = 0.5 and inclined stroke
angle β = 45˚ solutions of different setting angles αs1 and
αs2 are found for symmetrical, advanced and delayed
rotations around the quarter-chord axis to produce the
same vertical force Cv = 1.0 and the same corresponding
horizontal force Ch = 0.10. The results are shown in
Table 3.
To produce the same vertical force Cv = 1.0 and the
same corresponding horizontal force Ch = 0.10 in forward
flight with advance ratio J = 0.5, different inclined stroke
angle β and corresponding symmetrical setting angles
αs1 = αs2 are found for three types of rotation around the
quarter-chord axis. The results are shown in Table 4.
In both cases, delayed rotation consumes 90% of
power required by corresponding symmetrical rotation;
however delayed rotation with symmetrical setting angles requires smaller inclined angle and slightly less
power.
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Table 3 Effect of types of rotation around quarter-chord axis
in forward flight with different setting angles
αs0

J = 0.5

Cv

23˚45

Cp

2.09

0.60

1.47

Supination

2.15

−1.50

2.21

−0.06

−0.01

0.03

Pronation

0.75

−0.33

0.49

1.00

0.10

0.95

Full-cycle average

1.00

0.10

0.73

β = 45˚

Supination

3.29

−3.80

9.13

0.12

0.60

0.28

−2.33

1.91

4.23

1.00

0.10

2.91

Full-cycle average

2.90

0.62

2.25

Supination

0.33

−0.77

0.36

Pronation
Full-cycle average

0.07

0.34

0.17

−0.28

−0.59

−0.04

1.00

0.10

0.86

Table 4 Effect of types of rotation around quarter-chord axis
in forward flight with symmetrical setting angles
J = 0.5

Cv

Ch

Cp

2.00

0.48

1.34

Supination

2.14

−1.53

2.33

Translation up

0.07

0.26

0.13

−0.28

0.64

1.00

0.10

0.16

−0.48

0.26

0.37

1.00

0.10

1.05

Pronation
Full-cycle average
32˚27

Supination
27˚30

0.63

2.08

−0.48

0.26

0.37

Translation up

0.07

0.32

0.16

Pronation

0.86

−1.58

1.43

Full-cycle average

1.00

0.10

1.05

Table 6 Effect of types of rotation around mid-chord axis in
forward flight with symmetrical setting angles
αs0

J = 0.5

Cv

26˚23

Ch

Cp

β = 37˚35
1.43
0.53

Translation up

0.09

0.25

0.12

0.33

Pronation

0.75

−0.35

0.53

0.93

Full-cycle average

1.00

0.10

0.70

26˚23

β = 40˚40

Advanced rotation
1.79
9.03

0.11

0.57

0.28

−2.37

1.89

4.31

0.10

2.91

1.00

β = 45˚
2.74

0.40

0.67

30˚11
30˚11

Translation down

2.67

0.49

1.94

Supination

0.83

−1.59

1.53

Translation up
Pronation
Full-cycle average

β = 38˚93

Delayed rotation

Translation down

−0.35

−3.76

0.14

0.48

0.23

−0.46

0.27

0.32

0.10

1.03

1.00

β = 40˚40

Delayed rotation

Translation down

2.85

0.43

2.09

Supination

0.28

−0.73

0.39

Full-cycle average

1.43

0.32

2.16

2.42

Pronation

−1.58

0.07

0.75

3.32

Translation up

0.86

Translation up

Supination

Supination

Full-cycle average

Supination
27˚30

Translation down

Translation down

Pronation

2.08

β = 46˚30

Advanced rotation

Translation up

0.63

Symmetrical rotation

Translation down

Pronation

2.74

β = 40˚70

Symmetrical rotation

Full-cycle average

Translation down

Delayed rotation

Translation down
Translation up

β = 45˚

32˚27

β = 45˚

Delayed rotation

Translation up

Advanced rotation

Translation up

30˚58

0.49

0.39

31˚56

30˚58

1.67

−0.33

0.07

1.75

30˚88

0.62

0.75

0.11

0.63

30˚88

2.31

Supination

0.65

2.40

26˚43

Translation down

−0.01

Pronation

21˚12

Cp

−0.31

Translation down

26˚43

29˚76

Ch

β = 45˚

Pronation

30˚27

αs0

Cv

Translation up

Advanced rotation

27˚66

J=0
Symmetrical rotation

Translation down

Full-cycle average

33˚25

αs0

β = 45˚

Symmetrical rotation
28˚47

Ch

Table 5 Effect of types of rotation around mid-chord axis
in forward flight with different setting angles

0.16

0.50

0.24

−0.31

−0.51

−0.04

1.00

0.10

0.84

When the axis of wing rotation is at mid-chord position, the corresponding setting angles are slightly
smaller respectively for all three types of wing rotation
as shown in Table 5 and Table 6. However the results in
Table 6 show that symmetrical rotation around mid-

30˚11

Translation down
Supination

30˚11

2.67

0.49

1.94

−0.46

0.27

0.32

Translation up

0.14

0.48

0.23

Pronation

0.83

−1.59

1.53

Full-cycle average

1.00

0.10

1.03

chord axis is the most efficient flapping mechanism in
forward flight and it consumes only 84% of the power
required by delayed rotation around quarter-chord axis.
Comparing all cases of possible types of rotation at different axis positions and with different ways of setting
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wing angles, symmetrical rotation around mid-chord
axis with symmetrical setting angles requires minimum
power coefficient of 0.70 at advance ratio of 0.5. In
general, advanced rotation is most inefficient.
Another variable of interest in this study is the time
ratio between steady translational phase interval and
total time of each stroke. This time ratio Tt could vary
from 0 to 1.
To produce the same vertical force Cv = 1.0 and the
same corresponding horizontal force Ch = 0.10 in forward flight of advance ratio J = 0.5, for each time ratio
Tt different values of inclined stroke angle β and
corresponding setting angles αs1 and αs2 are found for
symmetrical and delayed rotations at the quarter-chord
axis.
The resulting power coefficient Cp for delayed and
symmetrical rotations around the mid-chord axis are
plotted against time ratio Tt in Fig. 16. There is little
difference between the power coefficients for symmetrical setting angles and different setting angles. The
flapping wing with delayed rotation consumes minimum
power around a time ratio of 0.85. The flapping wing
with symmetrical rotation consumes slightly less power
as time ratio increases toward 1. In fact for both types of
rotation, as translational time interval increases toward 1,
rotational time interval decreases toward zero hence
large frictional power due to rotation must be taken into
account.
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of rotation with symmetrical setting angles αs1 = αs2.
With different setting angles αs1 ≠ αs2 the possible
flight regions are much larger as shown in Fig. 18. With
flexibility of adjusting different setting angles, it is possible to produce enough vertical force Cv and required
horizontal force Ch at a given advance ratio J for a wide
range of inclined stroke angle β in the possible flight
regions.

Fig. 16 Effect of translational time interval on power
consumption.

6 Quasi-steady results for possible flight regions
It is interesting to find that in order to sustain the
same weight in forward flight with a given advance ratio
J and to produce the required corresponding horizontal
force Ch, there is only one solution of inclined stroke
angle β for each type of rotation with symmetrical setting angles αs1 = αs2 and the results are shown by the
lower lines in Fig. 17. It is possible to produce enough
vertical force Cv but larger-than-required horizontal
force Ch at a given advance ratio J when the inclined
stroke angle β becomes larger than this lower limit.
However if the inclined stroke angle β becomes larger
than an upper limit, the wing could not produce enough
vertical force. The regions between the lines shown in
Fig. 17 are possible flight regions of corresponding types

Fig. 17 Possible flight regions for symmetrical setting angles.

Fig. 18 Possible flight regions for different setting angles.
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7 Discussions
In this “modified quasi-steady” approach, 2D
aerodynamic models of flapping wing motions are analyzed with focus on different types of wing rotation and
different positions of rotation axis to explain the force
peak at the end of each half stroke. This modification
produces augmented forces around the end of each
stroke.
For each case of the flapping wing motions with
various combination of controlled translational and rotational velocities of the wing along inclined stroke
planes with thin figure-of-eight trajectory, solutions of
stroke inclined angle and setting wing angles are sought
to satisfy required vertical force Cv and required horizontal force Ch at a given advance ratio J. Time-average
values of non-dimensional power are calculated for
efficiency analysis. From the above results, it is clear
that advanced rotation is most inefficient.
In hovering flight, the results of this modified
quasi-steady model are in general agreement with the
unsteady results of Sun and Tang[13] and Wu and Sun[14]
on the effect of positions of rotation axis and on peak
forces near the end of each wing stroke. However this
modified quasi-steady approach provides a systematic
analysis of various parameters and their effects on efficiency of flapping wing mechanism.
Since the ratio of body drag of insect to its weight is
equal to the ratio of horizontal thrust coefficient to vertical lift coefficient and this force ratio varies with advance ratio as shown in Fig 13. When body weight of
insect becomes larger due to its size, it can be converted
to non-dimensional vertical lift coefficient, then its effect on efficiency of flapping wing mechanisms can be
better investigated in terms of force coefficient and
power coefficient than in terms of body mass[15].
The results of possible flight regions shown in
Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 are the most comprehensive ones.
They provide insight into the possibility of hovering
flight with an inclined stroke angle up to 55˚. For symmetrical setting angles, forward flight can be possible
only with an inclined stroke plane. However, with
flexibility of adjusting different setting angles, efficient
forward flight can be possible with a horizontal stroke
plane for advance ratio up to 0.45.

From these “modified quasi-steady” approximate
results, CFD simulation could be focused on areas and
conditions of a very efficient flapping mechanism.
This “modified quasi-steady” approach could be
developed for 3D model of flapping wing mechanism by
a method similar to blade element theory for oscillating
propeller blades.

8 Conclusions
The results of the “modified quasi-steady” approach of this paper provide a reasonable explanation of
the force peaks around the end of each half stroke for
flapping wing mechanism. This “modified quasi-steady”
approach provides a systematic and comprehensive
analysis of various parameters and their effects on the
efficiency of flapping wing mechanism. For both hovering and forward flight, the flapping wing mechanism
with symmetrical rotation around mid-chord axis is the
most efficient one. A flapping mechanism with delayed
rotation around the quarter-chord axis is also efficient
and can be made simple by a passive rotation mechanism
so that it can be useful for robotic application.
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